Abstract-This report presents a classification of global illumination methods, focusing on the numerical algorithms used. The methods are grouped in several categories, and described by using a common theoretical formalism, which indicates the similarities and differences between them. This formalism is based on the notion of integral and projection operators, and Markov Chains. The Global Illumination problem and its solutions are presented based on these mathematical devices. A key element in this presentation is the inclusion of the notion of an observer as a projection operator which yields a finite representation of an image from the radiance function. @ 1997
INTRODUCTION
The creation of fotorealistic images by using a moderate amount of computing time has been a goal in Computer Graphics since the seventies. During these years a number of contributions with a growing level of complexity and physical accuracy has been published. This paper shows a taxonomy of methods which solve the global illumination (GI) problem. In order to do this, we state the GI problem by using a formalism rooted in the notion of integral and projection operators, acting on functions defined over the set of rays of a scene.
Consequently, the GI problem reduces to compute a finite representation of an image function, given an emitted radiance function, a transport operator and a projection operator (which models a given observer). In order to do this, two basic approaches are introduced: those based on projected transport operators (Finite Element methods) and those based on Markov Chains (Monte Carlo methods). These devices are introduced in their general form. As such, every kind of algorithm can be viewed as an approximated solution to the basic problem by using the above techniques. We describe the Finite Elements methods in historic order and the problems arising from each group of methods justify the emergence of the next one. With respect to Monte Carlo methods, we show how the same mathematical principle can be used to justify both distributed ray-tracing methods and photosimulation methods.
+ Author for correspondence. The identity operator I is, by definition, the one which maps every function to itself, that is, ,f=ZJ An operator is linear when for every pair f,g, it satisfies that rf+ Tg= T(f+g). In this paper, we use linear integral operators, which are those that can be defined by using the integral of a function, as follows:
Tf (4 = J' G, Y1.f (v)4J D where K is any integrable function on the domain DxD. When T is defined this way, we say T is based on a kernel K. It's easy to show that these operators are linear. In the event that K is a function whose norm is strictly less than one, that is K*(x,y) < 1 at every point pair x,y of D*, the following functional equation has a solution:
f=g+Tf (2) That is, for any given T and g, there is just one,/ obeying it. This equation is called a Fredholm integral equation of the second kind. In order to obtain,f, we use the Neumann series, which is a series of functions converging to ,fi 22s C. Urefia, X. Pueyo and J. C. Torres 226 f = lim,,, en i=o Where 7" is an operator, defined as Tc= I, and T'+'h= T (Z"h), for any function h. So, for any operator T based on a kernel K with a norm less than one, we can define T+ as another operator, as follows: Ph = lim,,, 2 7"h i=O T+ is also a linear operator, and can also be defined by a kernel, which can be derived from K. It's easy to prove that for any T there exists only one operator Q satisfying Q(Z-7') =Z and that this operator is T+ . With this, Equation (2) may be rewritten simply as follows:
,f=g+Tf*j--Tf=g* (I-T)f=g
Applying T+ on both sides of the last equation, we finally obtain the other form for Equation (2):
.f=Fg ( 
3)
Adding and composing linear integral operators again yields linear integral operators, and the identity operator can be taken as a linear integral operator by using a Dirac delta as its kernel. Then, the operator T' is linear integral. Its kernel will be called K+ , and can be exPressed by using the set of kernels Ki, which are iteratively defined by Ko(x, y) = 6(x -v) and Kn+l (x, y) = Jc K(x,z)K,(z,y)dz.
With these definitions, K+ is the limit of the function series: K+(x,y) = ci=o O"K(X,Y) Equation (3) is the kind of equation which arises in GI. Even for the simplest configurations, an analytical solution cannot be found. So, we have to resort to a numerical approach. Two groups of methods are used to solve this: discretization, based on the projection onto finite bases and then solving a discrete system of equations, and stochastic solutions, based mainly on Monte Carlo methods for integral equations.
Inner product in function space and adjoint operator
Throughout this paper, we use the notion of scalar product of two functions. For any pair of integrable functions f and g on a domain D, we'll note it's scalar product as (fig), defined as follows:
The scalar product is related to a domain of integration, but usually this is not explicitly given in the formulation, and it can be assumed that this domain is the domain where f and g are defined.
For any operator T, we may define another operator T, called its adjoint. This is the only operator that, for every pair of functions ,f and h.
satisfies that (f[Th) = (T&h).
In this context, it's easy to show that when T is based on the kernel K ~1s defined in Equation (1) then T, satisfies that:
Note that the previous equation IS similar to Equation (1), except for the order of the arguments of K. For each operator P and Q, it is true that (f'+Q>a=f'a+Qo> and for every natural number ~1, (P"), = (PO)n. This implies that (T'),=(T,)+.
We'll note this simply as c.
Projection onto finite orthornormal bases
As has been stated, the basic goal of the methods for GI is to solve equations like Equation (2). One approach is to discretize the equation by using a projection on a finite orthornorma1 basis function set. In order to do this, we may viewf'as an element of the infinite-dimensional vector space of functions in a domain D. An orthornormal basis function set is any set of functions {fi} such that for every pair i, j, it is true that (fi If;) = 6, (here, 6, is 1 when i=j, 0 otherwise). Examples of orthornormal basis functions sets can be found in [l] .
For any given finite orthonormal basis function set @(B={bo... b,,-I}), spawning a finite-dimensional subspace V,, we find the nearest Function to f in that subspace, h, defined as follows:
where ai= (bilf). We call {ai} the coordinates of ,f' with respect to a. We assume that .&I is an orthonormal basis set, that is, (bJbj) is 1 when i=j, 0 otherwise. The set of values {ai} can be viewed as a finite approximated representation of ,fi Thus, we are able to store this representation in a computer. We note the function h as P& and describe it as .f projected on a. This notation suggests the fact that 1 can also be used to build an operator, Pa, which takes functions and yields the closer one in &+. These kinds of operators are called projection operators, and they are also linear. We may achieve the projection operation on the domain DxD, by using a tensor product apptoach. By using the basis .@ we build the base B2={bOo... bq...bn-l,n-l} where b,=b,b,. Then we found K projected on 98 by using the definition above, and obtain 6 = P,zK. This function is fully determined by a set of coefficients that we note as kO= (K/b&. Recall that the operator T was defined based on K. We can now use K' as the kernel for a new integral linear operator T'. This modified operator is taken as an approximation to T. It can be shown that the effect of T' is similar to project on Global illumination methods .9?, then apply T, then project again, that is, T=P*TP*.
In order to solve Equation (2), we can use T' instead of T, to get an approximation of the unknown f, sayf'. The modified version of Equation (2) we solve for is [1] :
In what follows, we assume that g E Va, that is, Pg g=g. Then, we can rewrite the last equation as: f' = (P@T)+g w f' = (T')+g
As we are dealing with projected versions of the functions and the operator, the above equality can be rewritten in terms of their coordinates with respect to 9, yielding the next equation system:
Here ei (the unknowns) and di are the coordinates of,f and g with respect to ~49, and k, the coordinates of K respect to a2. Note that f #P&, because (P@ T)#Pd+.
With all these results in mind, the raw procedure to solve Equation (2) is as follows:
(1) Select a bases set g with enough density in D (2) Find di and k, by any quadrature method (deterministic or Monte Carlo). Usually g is directly given as a set of di. (3) Solve Equation (5), usually by iterative methods, obtaining ci
2.4, Monte Carlo solutions
An alternative to the previous solution is to use Markov Chains to solve Equation (2). Instead of finding a projected approximation of A by using Monte Carlo methods we obtain a stocastic approximation (with a given variance) of the scalar product off and any other function h, that is (flh) [2] . To develop this, we need to introduce Markov Chains. A Markov Chain (or Random Walk) c is any infinite series of elements in D, c= {co,. . . ci. . . } (usually called states). We consider the set of every possible Markov Chain, In MC methods, we need to randomly select a subset of Markov Chains from that set. This is done by using a probability density function @df). This pdf is separable; in other words, the probability of selecting a single chain c is:
Q(c) = p(co)P(co, CI)P(CI, cd... where p(x) is the probability to select the first point, and P(y,z) is the conditional probability of selecting z as the next point given that the previous one was y. These functions obey the following properties W'X,Y E D) where:
We define the random variable obtained as the set of values V(c) for every Markov Chain c. Each value V(c) has probability Q(c). The fundamental fact about this is that the average value of that random variable is exactly (hlT+g). This gives the following procedure to compute that value:
(1) Select the probability density functions p and P obeying the required properties. Note that we have to deal with infinite Markov Chains, which is not computationally affordable. This is solved by either truncation to finite Markov Chains, which yields some residual error, or by expanding D with a new element called absorption state, say a, such that for every x in D, P(x,a) > 0, P(a,x) = 0, P(a,a) = 1, p(a) = 0, K(a,x) = K(x,a) = 0, g(a)=O. With these, the chain will fall almost surely in the absorption state after a number of finite steps.
In GI, we do not wish to compute just (h/f), but the set of values (hi 1 f) for a given set of functions {ho.. . hi. . . hk-I}. By using the available results, we have two options to achieve this:
For every i, independently, find (hi If), as stated above. This requires the creation of mk chains in total. Use the adjoint of T+, noted as T. By using the properties of the adjoint, we know that:
By using the last form, the following procedure is obtained: By using a selected P, obtain m random chains (cj) with that probability distribution.
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/=O where and u, = K(cl,Co),.K(ci7cj-l)
.I P(CO, Cl) P(Cj-I 9 Cj) T= D + S+ G, where D is the diffuse reflection operator, S the perfect specular and G the glossy operator. If we consider K+ , the kernel of T' as described in Section 2.1, we can state that K" (r,s) is the radiance passing through r due to radiance passing through s and after an arbitrary number of bounces. The function k'+ gives the vatue of I, directly from LO, because L(r) = Jb K' (r, s)Lo(sjds.
In the context of computer graphics, the K' function is related to the concept of global reflection distribution function, introduced in [4]: although there it was defined using differentiation instead of integration.
This requires m chains, instead of mk. Note that the arguments of K are reversed with respect to the previous formulation. This is due to the use of the adjoint operator, instead of the original one (see Equation (4)).
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
In this paper we use the previous formulation to express the rendering equation introduced in [3], which is the only one dealing with a two variable kernel and one variable function. In GI, we deal with the radiance function L, defined over the set of rays, each of them joining a pair of 3-D points in an environment. A ray r is composed of an origin 3-D point (rS) and a destination 3-D point (r& For every ray, the function L(r) (called radiance) gives the amount of power leaving rS in the direction of r,, per unit solid angle over rs and per unit surface perpendicular to r. We define D as the domain of the rays in an environment, that is, D = R6. The set of integrable functions over D forms a vector space, to which L belongs. Also, we define Lo as a function with the same nature as L but giving the power emitted at ray origin, without the reflected component.
The behaviour of light reflection is modelled by a linear operator T based on a kernel K defined over DxD. For any pair of rays r,s, the scalar value K(r,s) gives the fraction of radiance travelling through s which is reflected (in a single bounce) towards r. This K function includes a Dirac's delta function term, because it is non cero only when rr=s,. Other component of K is the bidirectional reflection distribution function (bdrf), which models the reflective response of a surface in terms of the incoming and outgoing directions of a light beam.
The value L(r) is in part due to direct emission and in part due to reflection from radiance at other rays. The last component is obtained as the result of applying the reflection operator T over L. This yields the following characterization of the L function:
which is similar to Equation (2). Usually, the T operator is decomposed into three parts,
Image and observer definition
Once L is characterized, this gives the luminous radiance at every pair of points in an environment. But the goal of GI techniques is to obtain images. An image, J, is defined as a function of D, such that .Ir) is the amount of radiance transported through r which a given observer perceives directly. In order to store and display Jon a computer, we need to sample it at a discrete resolution, by using some projection operator onto a basis which yields a finite set of coefficients or samples. These values are used to set pixels colours.
The selected basis which is used to build this projection operator is an orthornormal set of functions -lI'= ( IV,, . , IV,,-. ,), such that the scalar value Wi(r) gives the fraction of radiance travelling through r which contributes to the ith sample of the image. This is usually called the potential function. When we consider the projection operator Pe , then we are able to write J= P 7 L, that is, .I is a function represented by a finite set of values. This function is defined as follows:
where li= (W, IL). Ideally (in the traditional perspective camera model), each W, flmction must be non zero for all the (infinite) rays passing through the focus and the rectangle (on the viewplane) related to pixel number i. Unfortunately just a set of discrete samples can be taken at each pixel. This implies that usually, the W, functions are approximated as follows:
where sii is the ray passing through the focus and the jth sample point in the ith pixe1 on the viewpiane. The set of weights wij are normalized in the sense that, for all pixels i, xFzo WV = I. In the case of some special cameras, the focus may have some extension (the image appears blurred), but the above expression remains unmodified, except that the position of the samples sii must account for a point sampling of Global illumination methods 229 focus area. Similiar considerations arose when considering lenses in the camera model. With all these results, the GI problem is stated as follows: for a given radiance emission distribution LO, a given transport operator T, and a given observer -W, compute a finite representation of the image J the observer perceives, by using the following relation:
We obtain J as a discrete set of coordinates with respect to the basis Y'Y. These coordinates are then interpreted as pixels intensities, and then the image can be displayed on any device. This formulation is a general one, and includes any geometry for the observer, and an arbitrary transport operator at a given environment.
SOLUTIONS.
Once the problem has been stated, and the tools used to solve it have been presented, we can now give the GI methods in terms of those tools.
Local methods.
This family of methods does not really solve for GI, but just for local illumination. This allows simple and efficient algorithms to be used, at the cost of lower realism. The computed image accounts for a single reflection of light onto the objects, and a local operator (7) is used instead of the global one (T+). Formally: J= PwTLO. Simple ray-tracing, z-buffer and scan-line methods fall into this category.
Discretization or finite element (FE) methods
We include here every method based on using a projected operator instead of the original one. The problem is then converted into the solution of a given system of equations, obtaining a projected version of L. Then, we project L onto -W to obtain the image. Formally, these two steps are as follows: (1) L=(P,T)+& and (2) J= Pw-L. Note that although these are called FE methods, we can use MC methods to obtain the projected kernel coefficients (form factors).
Stochastic or Monte Carlo methods
These methods use Markov Chains to obtain the solution of Equation (8). We get a stochastic approximation to the solution, with some given variance. MC methods are subdivided into two subcategories:
l MC path tracing from the observer. In this case, for every Wi (independently) we obtain /; = ( Wi 1 T' LO), by using the formulation given in Section 2.4 l Photosimulation or MC path tracing from light sources. We obtain a simultaneous solution for Ii = (Lolcbi) (for a given basis g={&...b,-i}) by using the second option in Section 2.4. Formally, we compute L.' = P@T+ LO. Once this is obtained, we projected the L function by using some given observer: J= P+L'. Note that although we use a basis 1, this is necessary just to get a finite computer representation L' of L, and no projected operator is used.
In following sections, further details about each family of methods are given, and the main papers related to them are indicated.
LOCAL
METHODS.
These methods were the first ones developed in order to synthesize realistic images. The restriction to a local operator yields a significant income in computing time and storage. We subdivide these algorithms in projection methods (find at which pixels each object is seen) and ray-tracing methods (find what object is seen at each pixel).
Projection methoris
In these methods, we compute the portion of screen covered by each scene object. At each pixel displayed, we compute the direct contribution of light onto the observer and the contribution after a single bounce. Here we include every z-buffer and scan-line approach taken to produce images, and using Phong or Gouroud shading. A classical reference for this is [311.
Simple ray tracing
This well-known technique uses a tree of rays at every pixel to follow up (in reverse order) the path which light travels. Its advantage, with respect to projection methods, is that we are now able to trace perfect specular reflections. The assumptions taken about W and LO are similar to projection methods. The operator T now includes a global specular component, This yields the following image:
The first reference for a full ray-tracing method (including specular reflections) is [5].
DISCRETIZATION OR FINITE ELEMENTS METHODS
This section includes every method in which a projected operator is used to solve the GI problem. This has probably been the option taken by the 230 C. Ureaa, X. Pueyo and J. C. Torres largest number of researchers. Once given W, T and &, we have to select some finite basis function set 9B and then obtain J=Pw (P&T)+ &, by solving the associated equations system. Due to the large number of papers in this category, we have subdivided it in several sections, and are listed them in chronological order.
Classic radiosity
In this section we will discuss the methods which deal with pure diffuse radiosity and constant functions for the basis. We name V the set of basis functions {Ci} such that there exist a disjoint set of surface areas {Ai} covering D, and such that Ci(r) = Ifi { when K, E Ai in any other case (9) The operator used, D, obeys the property that yields a L function which does not depend on ray direction. Therefore the problem is stated just on surface points, and we talk about radiosity (which is not defined in terms of solid angle) instead of radiance. If we call B to that radiosity function, the problem is a follows: find B such that B-(PcD)'Bo. The function B0 is given as a set of coefficients Ei called emission of the patches. The coefficients of the projected kernel are expressed as kg= FiRi, where Rj is called reflectivity of patch j and Fii is called formfactor. All these entities may be assigned a physical meaning, which is not developed here. The method proceeds in two steps, as follows:
Once B' (the approximated radiosity function) is obtained, the second step may be repeated for further observers. The solution to the equation system is usually done by iterative numerical methods [6] . Mainly one of the following two methods is used:
l Gauss-Seidel (GS) (Jacobi method with in place updates) requires simultaneous storage of every form factor. l Progressive Radiosity (PR) or Southwell Iteration.
Just a row of form factors needs to be stored at each step. Allows intermediate results to be presented.
Form factor computation usually demands a significant amount of CPU time. There are a great many options for this calculation, such as:
l Hemicube methods. The computational device used to project B onto -/y-is also used to project D onto V, by resorting to z-buffer techniques. A row of form factors is obtained simultaneously. l Quadrature or Random Quadrature. Every FF is (independently) obtained by taking a finite number of samples of the involved integral.
Local hit-miss Monte-Carlo. By using stochastic ray-casting, a row of form factors is obtained at each step (rays from a patch are used to compute form factors from that patch). Global hit-miss Monte-Carlo. Related to previous methods, but the full FF matrix is obtained (every ray is used to compute the form-factor of arbitrary patches pairs). This has been called the swords method. Stokes methods. By applying Stokes theorem, the FF computation may be done using analytical methods with no errors, in the case of no occlusions. This is merged with other methods in order to handle occlusions. Table 1 lists the main contributions in this section, including the options (from above) used in each paper.
One-pass methods,for non-dt@iue environments
These methods are direct extensions of classic radiosity, attempting to include perfect specular and/ or glossy operators additional to the diffuse one, that is, the following image J= W(P,T)+ & is computed, where T= S+ D+ G. A two step computation is carried out, similar to classic radiosity, as follows:
In this case, we deal with radiance instead of radiosity, and the problem has an additional dimension with respect to classic radiosity. This implies larger computation time. There are two options on the basis 2 selected to achieve this: l Hemicubes: Each Bi is related to a pixel on a hemicube over a patch centre (or vertex). J3&) is non zero for rays throughout that pixel from the vertex, 0 in any other case. l Links: We built a high density structure of rays (links). Each of the links connects two patches. Each Bi is related to each of these links (a ray called li). Then we define the basis as follows: B,(r) =&r--l;).
Once stated, the equations system is usually solved by Gauss-Seidel. This requires setting an initial [15] Hemicube Diffuse Buckalew and Fussel (1989) [16] Links Emitted estimation of radiances before the first step, and there are two options for this:
Use Lo, the emitted radiance function. Use L'= (P@)+&,, that is, radiance computed with the assumption of just diffuse transport (by classic radiosity). In the case that the number of non-diffuse surfaces is small, this initial guess is close to the final solution, and the process converges faster. Table 2 shows some contributions in this section. Two problems arise by using these methods:
l Requires large amounts of memory and computation time. l The perfect specular operator is hardly implemented, because the associated bdrf is based on a Dirac delta function [17] such that projection of S on any finite basis yields a significant error.
Two-pass methodr for non-di$use environments
Two-pass methods are used in order to solve the problems stated above. These methods are based on the separation of a general T operator as the addition of another two: T= R+Q. Then, the following property (see [18] ) holds: T+ = R+U+, where U= R Q'. So the image computed is: J= WR+ U+L o. This yields the following two-step method:
Usually, the D (diffuse) operator is included in V, and the S (perfect specular) operator is included in R.
Step (1) is equal to previous finite element methods, except for the coefficients of P,U, which are called extended form factors, because they also account for the Q' term in U.
Step (2) is formally equal to a ray-tracing method (or to a Monte-Carlo path tracing from the observer), except for the use of L' instead of &. For this reason these methods are shown as a combination of ray-tracing and radiosity.
There are two options for the selection of R and Q operators, based on which of the two accounts for the glossy (G) term:
Then L' (the result of the first step) is called the diffuse emission. We have to resort to stochastic ray tracing at second step, in order to handle the G term in R. l Q = D + G, R = S. Here L' is directionally dependent. Consequently the first step is more complicated whereas the second step is just a simple ray tracing procedure.
A progressive method is used to solve the equation system. At each step, energy from the shooting patch must by relayed throughout specular bounces before a diffuse patch is found, in order to account for extended form factors. Two options are available for this:
l We can use a virtual patch behind every mirror to duplicate the shooting patch, and add the form factor from this to the extended form factor. l Use recursive ray-casting in the case that a shooting patch "sees" a perfect specular one. Table 3 summarizes the work that has been done.
Wavelet and importance methods
The complexity order for all of the previous finite elements methods is at least O(n'), where n is the number of basis functions in the set 8. As this number increases, so does the quality of the approximation. However, the complexity grows quadratically. In practical applications, the number of base functions (patches) required to obtain a reasonable quality is so large that those methods become unusable. The complexity comes mainly from computation of the projected operator.
One option to solve this in the context of FE methods is the use of wavelet or hierarchical basis functions sets. These techniques yield lower complexity for projected operator computation and equation system solution. They have been used in other computing fields such as curve design, robot planning, and image analysis and compression. 6.5. Wavelet projection As described in [22] , a Multiresolution Analysis (MRA) is a set of vector spaces {Vi, iE N> such that Vi c Vi+ 1 and that Vi c Y2(D). In other words, each Vi is a set of square integrable functions on a domain D 2 R". Let US call .sPi to any orthornormal basis of Vi. The definition of a MRA includes additional 2Tn =Y(JijLSi When we project J against Px., we get a coarse description of f and successive differences with successive finer descriptions, up to resolution n. In the case that ,fis well described at a given resolution, the coefficients (differences) for finer resolutions are too small. For any given operator T, the modified operator Pn,,TPx,, is represented by an array of coefficients. If we set to zero all the entries below a predefined constant threshold value, then we obtain a very sparse matrix [23, 241 , such that operations on that matrix are done in O(n) complexity, where n is the number of basis functions.
Hierarchical methods take advantage of that property, and are based on computing a projected operator against some given basis 9, by using a recursive approach which avoids the computations of the entries below a given threshold, and such that this step shows O(n) complexity.
Families qf wavelets
The simplest wavelet basis used in GI is the Haar wavelet. For simplicity, we assume that the domain of the wavelets is the unit interval, D = [O,l]. The set Yj has 2' elements (basis functions), and can be defined as:
where c$~~(x) is 1 when x E [O,l], 0 otherwise. That is, every scaling function is a scaled and translated version of ~$00. These Haar wavelets are easy to deal with. Unfortunatelly, the spaces Vi only include discontinuous, piecewise constant functions. In order to overcome these limitations, Haar basis can be further generalized in two ways:
we assume here that we are dealing with functions over the unit interval, although the definition of a MRA stands for functions on the whole real line.
l Instead of using just one constant basis in Y,, we can include in it a set of orthornormal polynomial functions, which are a basis for polynoms of degree less than k on the unit interval. Then, V, would include piecewise polynomial, discontinuous, functions. This wavelets are called Multiwavelets of order k, and are described in [24] . l Also use polynomials of degree k, but, in this case, ensure they are k times continuous differentiable on the unit interval. This can be obtained by using the B-Spline blending functions of degree li as basis functions. These are called Spline Wavelets, and they can be continuous and differentiable. Unfortunately, they are not orthonormal wavelets. but semi-orthonormal wavelets.
Bi-re3nement and hierarchical methods
In theory, there is just one set of scaling functions at the coarser level, but in GI problems. this number of coarser functions is at least fi. the number of surfaces in the environment. This implies in fact II O(P) complexity. Even in the case of using hierarchical basis functions, the number k2 is (for very complex environments) so large that the resulting complexity O(P) implies long execution times. A solution for this is the use of brightness and importance refinement (BI-refinement).
In this context, importance is the function f = 7;: W (where W = xi Wi), which yields for every ray r the fraction of energy travelling through that ray which reaches the observer (after an arbitrary number of bounces). As this definition includes the operator T;:, computation of importance is as difficult as computation of radiance. But the importance functions gives a weight of the contribution of the error at each ray to the error in the final image for a given observer. Recall that hierarchical methods are based on discarding coefficients below a given threshold. This threshold can be lowered when the error induced by each coefficient is greater, and this error is ;I function of both radiance and importance.
BI-refinement is based on the simultaneous computation of radiosity and importance. This is done by using Jacobi iteration on successive approximations of both functions. In this case, at each step, the threshold error for form-factor computation is diminished, and new significant entries (links) are included in the array. This error is based on the estimation for radiosity (or radiance) and importance, which are available from all the previous Jacobi steps.
In fact, this approach yields a solution with increasing resolution m those areas which are perceived by the observer and are highly illuminated. This has been called a view-dependent resolution solution.
Hierarchical methods have only been used to solve diffuse radios&y (D operator) and to account for glossy reflections (G operator) also. In the later case, radiance may be defined on the domain of the points Global illumination methods 233 and direction vectors (PD), or on the domain of emitter and receiving point (PP). All the methods in this section are based on the use of Markov Chains as the basic tool to solve for GI equation. Even when Markov Chains are used, we have to resort to some finite basis in order to store the solution, although no projected operator is used.
7.1. Monte-Carlo path-tracing from the observer.
These methods may be viewed as an extension of ray-tracing, or as an instance of MC methods for integral equations. We know that every image pixel value 1, is obtained as li = (WJp&).
The method proceeds by sequentially processing each pixel, and computing an approximation (with a given variance) to the previous value. This value is obtained by the evaluation of Equation (6) for a given set of Markov Chains or paths. We may use importance sampling, such that the probability density function Q (at pixel i) is defined by using the following p and P functions: P(r) = Wi(r) (14) P(r, s) = K(r, s)
P(r,a) = 1 -
The first ray is selected with a pdf proportional to Wi and every other ray is created from the previous one by using the K function as a conditional probability function. The absorption probability (that is, the probability to reach the a state) is made equai to the fraction of energy absorbed at the previous state. There are other options to define P(r,a), such that the technique called roussian roulette [33] . When using this pure importance sampling, Equation (6) becomes: where k is the last state before absorption. That is, ci=aVj> k. In order to further reduce variance, some techniques are usually used. One of these techniques is direct source sampling, which is based on estimating via the following formulation:
That is, we use T Lo instead of Lo as the source term, and we add the P,. LO term (light from sources which strikes the observer directly) separately. It's easy to prove that p = Tt( T + I), from the definition of T -)-. The evaluation of the T Lo term at every sample may be also done by using MC techniques. This technique reduces the variance because usually the Lo function is a sparse function with isolated peaks at light sources, and this implies high variance. On the other hand, T Lo is a smooth function with lower variance (a comparison of these options is found in [34] ).
There are other options available for the P functions. When the light sources do not illuminate the surfaces directly, but do so indirectly, the method shows a very high variance even with source sampling, due to the fact that even the T & function shows isolated peaks. In this case, we are able to use a different P function, such that chains are built up of two sub-chains, one starting from the observer (pdf for the first point proportional to Wi) and the other starting from the light sources (pdf for the last point proportional to LO). We'll call these a bidirectional pdf, in contrast to a forward pdf. These techniques do not use absorption states nor infinite chains, so a finite number of iterations of the operator are computed, hence, we use fik) = CF=, r' instead of T+, for some finite length k. Formally, this technique is rooted in the properties of the adjoint operator, because
nwhere wii is a set of weights such that Ci+j=, WV = 1 for any n&O. These weights can be arbitrarily selected, although in [35] , a method for optimal selection (in the sense of reducing the variance) has been introduced (see column 'Optimal Sel.' in Table 5 ) As explained, these methods proceed pixel by pixel independently, and do not use any coherence of the image at all. In the case that the target function does not show very high pixel-to-pixel variations, we may store solutions attached to the surfaces and reuse them when necessary. Table 5 shows some of the published work on this topic.
Photosimulation methods
This method, (also called Photon-tracking, MC path tracing from light sources, shooting random walk, or backward ray-tracing) is also based on Markov Chains. In fact, it uses the same principles as the previous methods, although in this case we resort to the adjoint of the transport operator (r;f instead of T+). We can compute the function L' = Pap& (for any basis B) as a set of coefficients li by using the following:
So the above computation can be viewed as an instance of Equation (7) where g= ,!Le and hi=&. In this context, the selection ofp and P are usually done as follows:
where CD is a scaling factor introduced to normalise p, that is, @ = SD Z&)dr, the total energy emitted in the environment. In the case of using constant, disjoint basis functions (patches) as defined in Equation (9), then the value bi(ci) is either 0 or l/Ai, and the computation of the summation over the set of basis is no longer necessary. Instead, we just need to perform the selection of the patch in which cj is included. If we call ni the number of chain states in the domain of patch number i for all the m chains, then Equation (7) is further simplified to:
We can give a physical interpretation for the process described above. Each chain is viewed as a photon, which is created based on L,, which then bounces through the environment based on K (which is viewed as the probabihty function for photon state changes) and is finally absorbed at a given patch. Each photon has an energy equal to a/m. The division by Ai is done to obtain average energy per unit area instead of total energy. So the above equation is viewed as a simple count of the energy of the photons leaving the patch. Given that this method was first described in this context [37, 391 , its name is 'photosimulation'.
Instead of this basic selection, we may use an importance based P function, such that a higher chain density is obtained in those areas of the scene which are viewed by the observer. There are several options to modify the P function in order to achieve this, see, for example, [40] .
Once the L' function is obtained, we still have to project it against a given observer in order to obtain the image. This last step is done by using any simple projection method, as those detailed in section secpromet. If the T operator includes any perfect specular term, then the L' function does not capture the details of the exact solution L= T'&. This is solved by using two-pass methods, as described in Section 6.3. If T= R + Q then the process is: (recall that U=RQ+) L' = P,#cJ+Lo J = Pw R'L' Again, simple ray-tracing is used to achieve the second step.
Finally, a one-step photosimulation method is available for environments with no perfect specular reflections. In this case, the image is obtained directly. It may be viewed as the counterpart of direct source sampling in MC ray-tracing methods. Instead of using Markov Chains to project against a basis function set and then project aga&,st the observer, it is possible to project dir&y against the observer (the base "ly, introduced in Section 3.1). The image is directly obtained as a resuit of the photosimulation process. Table 6 includes the articles where implementations of photosimulation has been deeeribed. The column headed 'Direct. Sol.' refers to whether the above technique has been used or not. This paper has classified a number of contributions for the GI problem. These contributions have been presented as different options for solving the rendering equation by using mathematical devices such as transport operators, projection operators, and Markov Chains which are briefly introduced. The classification is based on simple criteria (use of projected operators, use of Markov Chains) so any papers have been easily placed in their family. Each group of studies have been introduced in a table such that similarities and differences between them are shown. Related groups of work have been presented in chronological order so that the problems arising at each of them leads to the following group. Instead of a raw survey, this paper has introduced a notation for algorithms which helps in the understanding of the underlying theory. This notation is powerful and simple, and is based on chains of functions' and operators acting on those functions.
An examination of this classification may yield some directions for future research. With respect to hierarchical FE methods, it has been pointed out that even with the optimization achieved by using hierarchical basis functions, the time and space complexity is large for complex environments, because the number of basis at the coarse possible level is large. This is due to the difficulty of joining together basis functions placed at different surfaces on the environment. To solve this, we need a clustering algorithm which groups sets of objects in such a way that they interact as a whole with other objects or clusters. This reduces the number of coarser basis functions to just one. The current problem is to obtain a fully automatic algorithm to achieve this.
Another direction for research comes from using the photosimulation method to project the radiance function against a hierarchical basis function set. Up to now, just constant disjoint basis functions have been used in photosimulation methods. However, there's no reason to avoid any other basis function set.
